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All those Middle Class Americans who trust Joe Biden should realize what it will cost them 

personally if he were to re-implement all the regulations and taxes that Trump has cut back on. 

Home heating oil? If it’s even available, the price will skyrocket. Gasoline, same. Natural gas, 

same. Food (even if he doesn’t ban cows), highly dependent upon low fuel costs, skyrocket. Air 

transport, fuel cost dependent, skyrocket. Package delivery costs (UPS, Fed Ex, etc.), skyrocket. 

Home buying, priced out of reach. Car purchase, prices climb. Restaurant service, skyrocket. 

These are some everyday costs to average Americans that Biden doesn’t ever mention. His 

policies ignore economic reality and focus on ideas birthed in an elitist La La Land. 

And now numerous economists have come forth forecasting that his elimination of Trump’s tax 

cuts will cost the middle class somewhere between $2,500 and $6,500 per year in higher taxes. 

Add these to the cost of living increases I described above and its clear that the the middle class 

will be gutted by Biden’s proposed policies. 

This was just published by the Cato Institute. It is just one more report challenging Biden’s claim 

that Trump’s cuts were only for the higher income (they weren’t) and that his will not affect the 

middle class (they will hit the low and middle class). 

Making it all worse, any hope Americans may have for increased income to offset these costs 

will be negated because his new taxes and regulations on business will eliminate the profits that 

are needed to support increases in pay and bonuses. 

I guess what’s most ironic in all this is that a New York Times poll out today (yep, that New 

York Times) reported that 49% of Americans believed that they are better off today during 

COVID, under Trump than 4 years ago under Biden/Obama. Only 32% said the opposite. The 

most pro-Biden paper of all is telling us that Americans believe that they are better off under 

Trump than they were than when Biden was the VP. Yet somehow we are to believe that they are 

willing to forfeit their own prosperity to now elect Biden. 

The American Middle Class is a savvy bunch. They understand their own pocketbook, and to 

believe that they would vote for someone who is running on a platform of higher taxes, someone 

who was in charge when they believed that they were worse off, leaves me highly skeptical. 

So, when Joe Biden says that he cares about the middle class, Americans should run as fast as 

they can. There is nothing more appropriate to his promises than those famous words, “I’m from 

the government, and I am here to help you.” 

https://www.cato.org/blog/trump-biden-tax-policies?fbclid=IwAR14yIn7OkeLyGTYUI7txh_nJ3aRo-S6RGG58xOF4540S5dGybX0PC2ahEs

